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I. STATEMENT OF FACTS 

A. THE PARTIES 

1. The Claimant is Furnace Trading Pte Ltd, a Singaporean company. The Respondent is 

Inferno Resources Sdn Bhd, a Malaysian company. The registered shipowner of the 

Singapore-flagged M.V. TARDY TESSA (the “Vessel”) is Imlam Consignorist GmbH 

(“CMI”), a German company. The shipper of the cargo on board the Vessel is Idoncare 

Berjaya Utama Pty Ltd (“Idoncare”), an Australian company. 

B. THE CHARTERPARTY CHAIN 

2. The Claimant time chartered the Vessel for a period of two years from CMI pursuant to a 

time charterparty dated 15 February 2016 (the “Time Charterparty”).  

3. On or about 1 September 2016, the Claimant sub-voyage chartered the Vessel to the 

Respondent for the carriage of 80,000 mt 10% MOLOO Australian Steam Coal from 

New South Wales, Australia, to one of the following ports in China: Dalian, Jinzhou, 

Yingkou, Yantai, Qingdao, Shanghai, Tianjin, Ningbo (the “Voyage Charterparty”). 

The charterparty terms are based upon the COAL-OREVOY form as amended by the 

parties in a fixture recap set out in an email dated 1 September 2016 (the “Fixture 

Recap”). The relevant clauses are set out below.  

(a) Cl 16 of the Fixture Recap is titled “Discharge Port”. It states the following: 

“1 spsb China (Dalian, Jinzhou, Yingkou, Yantai, Qingdao, Shanghai, Tianjin, 

Ningbo) CHOPT […] CHTRS to declare discharge port when vessel passes 

Singapore for bunkering. […]” 
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(b) Cl 19 of the Fixture Recap (the “Freight Clause”) stipulates that “100% FRT to be 

paid within five (5) banking days after completion of loading and signing/releasing 

B/Ls marked “freight payable as per charter party” and rcpt of owners’ FRT INV, 

but in any case BBB. […]”  

(c) Cl 19 of the COAL-OREVOY form (the “Lien Clause”) stipulates that “The Owners 

shall have a lien on the cargo for freight, deadfreight, demurrage and general 

average contribution due to them under this Charter Party.” 

(d) Cl 29 of the Fixture Recap provides for dispute resolution according to “Singapore 

law and arbitration as per SCMA Rules with 3 arbitrators”. 

C. PERFORMANCE OF THE CHARTERPARTY 

4. By 0800h, 4 October 2016, a total of 84,000.052 mt Australian Steam Coal (the “Cargo”) 

was loaded onto the Vessel at the load port in Kooragang Precinct, Australia. At 1615h, 

the Vessel sailed for Singapore. 

5. Three clean on board bills of lading numbered IMOBL11223344X (the “Bills”) were 

issued on 4 October 2016. These were issued on CMI’s letterhead and signed by the 

Master. The shipper named on the Bills was Idoncare. 

6. The Bills were consigned “To Order”. Pursuant to Cl 1 of the Conditions of Carriage, the 

Bills incorporate all “terms and conditions, liberties and exceptions of the Charter Party, 

dated as overleaf”. However, the Bills did not identify any specific charterparty.  

7. On 9 October 2016, the Claimant issued Invoice No. 1002/2016 (the “Freight Invoice”) 

for a sum of USD771,120.48, being freight due under the Voyage Charterparty on the 

basis that Shanghai would be the discharge port. 
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8. The Vessel arrived in Singapore at 1515h, 10
 
October 2016. Bunkering was completed no 

later than 0002h, 11
 
October 2016. However, the Master chose to drift outside Singapore 

port limits instead of proceeding to China, and was unwilling to sail until a discharge port 

was nominated. This was despite that he/she was at all times well aware, before the 

voyage began, that the eventual port of discharge was in China. 

9. To break this deadlock, the Respondent voluntarily nominated Ningbo as the port of 

discharge on 21 October 2016. Following this however, instead of cooperating by issuing 

a final invoice for freight payable, or beginning voyage towards the discharge port, the 

Claimant issued a notice of termination on 22 October 2016.  

10. Subsequently, without any good reason, the Claimant took out, on 1 December 2016, an 

urgent application for the liberty to sell the Cargo on board the Vessel pendente lite.  

II. SUMMARY OF THE ISSUES 

11. The first issue is whether the Tribunal has the power to order sale pendente lite.  

12. The second issue is whether it is necessary and just for the Cargo on board the Vessel to 

be sold pendente lite. 

III. THE TRIBUNAL DOES NOT HAVE THE POWER TO ORDER SALE 

PENDENTE LITE 

13. The Tribunal does not have the power to order the sale of the Cargo pursuant to section 

12(1)(d) of the International Arbitration Act (“IAA”)
1
. The Tribunal may only order a 

sale to preserve or sell physical items of a perishable nature, which must necessarily refer 

                                                      
 
1 International Arbitration Act (Cap. 143A, Rev Ed 2002) (“IAA”). 
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only to the Cargo in this case. The Tribunal has no power to order the sale as the Cargo 

per se as it does not form part of the subject-matter of the dispute.  

14. In the alternative, the Respondent will show that (a): the Tribunal may only order a sale to 

preserve a security interest exercisable against the debtor’s property; (b) that the Claimant 

lacks a security interest because a right to postpone discharge of the Cargo does not 

amount to a security interest in the Cargo; and (c) that in any event the Claimant does not 

have the right to postpone the discharge and delivery of the Cargo. 

A. THE TRIBUNAL’S POWER IS DERIVED FROM THE IAA 

15. The Tribunal’s power to order a sale pendente lite are governed by the rules chosen by 

the parties in the arbitration agreement, and the lex arbitri. In the present case, the parties 

have agreed on “arbitration as per SCMA Rules”.
2
 Rule 22.1 of the SCMA Rules

3
 

provides that the juridical seat of arbitration shall be Singapore unless agreed otherwise 

by the parties. Rule 22.1 further provides that where the seat is Singapore, the lex arbitri 

shall be Singapore law and the IAA.  

16. Section 12(1)(d) of the IAA empowers the Tribunal to make orders for the preservation, 

interim custody or sale of any property which is or forms part of the subject-matter of the 

dispute. In other words, the Tribunal has the power to order sale of the Cargo only if that 

order preserves property which is or forms part of the subject-matter of the dispute. 

                                                      
 
2 ‘International Maritime Law Arbitration Moot 2017 Moot Scenario’ (9th December 2016) 23 

<http://www.murdoch.edu.au/School-of-Law/_document/IMLAM/IMLAM-2017/2017-IMLAM-Moot-scenario-FINAL-9-

December.pdf> accessed 12 December 2016 (“Moot Scenario”). 
3 Singapore Chamber of Maritime Arbitration, ‘SCMA Rules’ (3rd edn, October 2015) 

<http://www.scma.org.sg/pdf/rules_201510_eng.pdf> accessed 29 December 2016. 
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B. THE TRIBUNAL MAY ONLY ORDER PRESERVATION OF 

PHYSICAL ITEMS OF A PERISHABLE NATURE, NONE OF WHICH 

FORMS PART OF THE SUBJECT MATTER OF THE DISPUTE. 

1. “Property” in section 12(1)(d) of the IAA must be read narrowly to 

mean physical items of a perishable nature that form the subject 

matter of the dispute 

17. While “property” for the purposes of section 12(1)(d) is not defined by the IAA and the 

Interpretation Act
4
, it would be helpful to consider the definition of “property” under 

rules with similar wording. In this regard, Rule 27(d)-(e) of the SIAC Rules 2016
5
 is 

instructive because it provides that “the Tribunal shall have the power to … (d) order the 

parties to make any property or item in their possession or control available for 

inspection; (e) order the preservation, storage, sale or disposal of any property or item 

which is or forms part of the subject matter of the dispute”.  

18. In Bocotra,
6
 the Singapore Court of Appeal held that the definition of “property” (under 

the similar provisions in an older version of the SIAC Rules
7
) meant “physical items of a 

perishable nature which form part of the subject-matter of the arbitration […]”.
8
 There, 

the Tribunal had made an order restraining the Director of Public Works from making a 

call on a bank guarantee under the rule similar to rule 27(e) of the SIAC Rules 2016.
 9

 

However, the High Court held that the order was non-binding as “the scope of [rule 

27(e)] was logically and necessarily limited to preservation, storage, sale or other 

                                                      
 
4 Interpretation Act (Cap. 1, Rev Ed 2002). 
5 Singapore International Arbitration Centre, ‘SIAC Rules 2016’ (6th edn, 1 August 2016) <http://www.siac.org.sg/our-

rules/rules/siac-rules-2016> accessed 02 April 2017 (“SIAC Rules 2016”). 
6 Bocotra Construction Pte Ltd and others v Attorney-General [1995] SGCA 51, [1995] 2 SLR(R) 282 (“Bocotra”). 
7 Bocotra (n 6) [39], [46]. 
8 Bocotra (n 6) [39], [50]-[52]. 
9 Bocotra (n 6) [8]. 
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disposal or physical items which form part of the subject matter of the arbitration […] It 

could not be used to freeze cash in the hands of a party, even though the source of that 

cash can readily be identified and is directly connected with the other claims and 

counterclaims in the action”.
10

 The Court of Appeal affirmed the High Court’s holding: 

“[A] chose in action should not fall within the scope of the phrase “property or 

thing” because of its non-physical nature. To hold otherwise would not only give rise 

to uncertainty but also potential absurdity. If the appellants’ arguments for a liberal 

interpretation of “property” are accepted, this would mean that the phrase 

“property or thing” in the preceding [rule 27(d)] may have to be given the same 

interpretation […] The consequence of adopting the appellants’ suggested 

interpretation is that the Tribunal may order the parties to make available a chose in 

action for inspection, since a chose in action amounts to “property or thing”. This is 

a manifest absurdity. “Property or thing” in [rule 27(d)] must, on any reasonable 

reading, refer to physical property in order that inspection can be ordered”.
11

  

19. The reasoning in Bocotra applies with equal force in the present case. Although section 

12(1)(d) of the IAA makes no reference to “inspection”, it empowers the Tribunal to 

make an order, inter alia, for the interim custody of property. The provision should be 

read as a whole, which suggests that “property” must refer to tangible property only.  

20. Furthermore, section 12(1)(d) of the IAA must be read together with section 12(1)(e) of 

the IAA, which empowers the Tribunal to order samples to be taken from, or any 

observation to be made of, or experiment conducted upon any property which is or forms 

part of the subject-matter of the dispute. Defining “property” too broadly would mean 

                                                      
 
10 Bocotra (n 6) [12]. 
11 Bocotra (n 6) [46]-[47]. 
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that the Tribunal would have the power to order samples to be taken from, for example, 

an intangible chose in action, which would result in “manifest absurdity”.
12

 Accordingly, 

the definition of “property” must be read narrowly to mean only physical items of a 

perishable nature that forms part of the subject matter of the dispute. 

2. As the Cargo does not form part of the subject matter of the dispute, 

the Tribunal has no power to order its sale 

21. In light of the foregoing, the Cargo is the only “property” that could be the subject of an 

order for preservation by sale. This logically means that the court only has jurisdiction to 

order sales for ownership disputes. However, the present dispute is not of such a nature.  

22. In this regard, it is apposite to draw an analogy with the decision in Bocotra. The Court of 

Appeal held that items would only be the subject matter of the dispute if their 

preservation was essential to the determination of parties’ rights.
13

 In Bocotra, the 

claimant sought damages for errors in tender documents, while the respondent 

counterclaimed the cost of remedial works. The funds under Bocotra’s bank guarantee 

were not “the subject matter of the litigation in specie”.
14

 Consequently, the court held 

that the tribunal had no jurisdiction to order for the preservation of the bank guarantee.
15

  

23. Similarly, in the present case, the dispute does not concern the cargo itself. Instead, it 

concerns the Respondent’s obligation to pay freight
16

 and whether the breach of this 

obligation provides the Claimant with “property” in the Cargo, as per s 12(1)(d) of the 

                                                      
 
12 Bocotra (n 6) [47]. 
13 Bocotra (n 6) [51]. 
14 Bocotra (n 6) [45]. 
15 Bocotra (n 6) [8], [24]. 
16 Moot Scenario (n 2) 74, 81, 83-84, 87. 
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IAA. Given that the Cargo itself is not the subject matter of the dispute nor does it form 

part of the subject matter of the dispute, the Tribunal has no power to order its sale. 

C. ALTERNATIVELY, THE TRIBUNAL MAY ONLY ORDER SALE TO 

PRESERVE A SECURITY INTEREST IN THE CARGO, WHICH THE 

CLAIMANT DOES NOT HAVE 

3. Even if “property” has the same meaning as “asset” under section 

12A(4), it should be interpreted narrowly to mean ‘security interest’ 

24. Even if the Tribunal agrees with the Claimant that “property” in section 12(1)(d) of the 

IAA has the same meaning as “asset” in section 12A(4) of the IAA, it should construe 

“asset” narrowly to mean a ‘security interest’.  

25. The Singapore High Court in Cingler
17

 adopted this narrow reading. There, it was held 

that the chose in action must be a security interest
18

 before it could make an order for 

preservation. The court defined security to mean a right “exercisable against some 

property in which the debtor has an interest in order to enforce the discharge of the 

debtor’s obligation to the creditor”.
19

  

26. The Tribunal should not adopt the position in Maldives Airport,
20

 which defined “assets” 

broadly to include a chose in action. Maldives Airport is distinguishable on the facts as it 

concerned an application for an interim injunction, which would fall under section 12A(4) 

read with section 12(1)(i). In contrast, Cingler was a case with facts similar to the present 

case, where the application was for a sale of cargo under section 12A(4) read with section 

                                                      
 
17 Five Ocean Corp v Cingler Ship Pte Ltd [2015] SGHC 311, [2016] 1 SLR 1159 (“Cingler”). 
18 Cingler (n 17) [46]. 
19 Cingler (n 17) [43]. 
20 Maldives Airports Co Ltd and another v GMR Malé International Airport Pte Ltd [2013] SGCA 16, [2013] 2 SLR 449 

(“Maldives Airport”). 
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12(1)(d).  Principally, it is crucial that the party applying for the sale has an “interest 

exercisable against some property in which the debtor has an interest in”.
21

 This is 

because any sale derived from a chose in action between the parties inter se would 

impinge on the proprietary rights of third parties, and would result in an arbitral tribunal 

ordering measures against third parties. Such orders are beyond the jurisdiction of the 

Tribunal as “the contractual nature of the arbitral process implies that the Tribunal’s 

authority is limited to the parties to the arbitration”.
22

 For these reasons, “property” for 

the purposes of section 12(1)(d) should be construed narrowly to mean ‘security interest’. 

4. The Claimant does not have any interest in the Cargo whatsoever 

27. Even if the Tribunal is inclined to adopt the position in Maldives Airport, the Claimant 

does not have any interest whatsoever in the Cargo. 

a) The Claimant does not have a security interest in the form of a 

contractual lien. 

28. A debtor has a valid security interest in the form of a contractual lien only when: (1) he 

has a right to exercise a lien; and (2) he has in fact validly exercised it, such that it fastens 

upon certain real property.  

29. As will be demonstrated below (at paragraph [39]), the Respondent’s obligation to pay 

freight, a condition for exercising the lien, as stipulated in the Lien Clause, has not arisen. 

Hence, the Claimant has no right to exercise its contractual lien for non-payment of 

freight. Even if the Claimant has a contractual right to exercise a lien, it was not validly 

exercised. Although the Claimant purported to assert a lien by a notice given via email on 

                                                      
 
21 Cingler (n 17) [43]. 
22 Gary B. Born, International Commercial Arbitration, vol 2 (2nd edn, Kluwer Law International 2014) 2445 (“Born”).  
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20th October,
23

 the lien was not validly exercised for two reasons: First, the Claimant as 

charterer lacks possession of the Cargo. A charterer in the Claimant’s position merely has 

a right to detain the Cargo by directing the shipowner not to discharge the Cargo under 

clause 8 of the Time Charterparty.
24

 This right does not provide a contractual lien’s 

proprietary security interest.
25

 Given that a lien “operates as a defence available to one in 

possession of a claimant’s goods who is entitled at common law or by contract to retain 

possession until he is paid what he is owed”,
26

 the Claimant’s purported exercise of a lien 

over the Cargo is invalid. Second, the lien has been purportedly exercised in Singapore, a 

mid-voyage bunkering port. This is contrary to the rule that a lien should be exercised at 

the discharge port.
27

 This purported exercise is invalid as there is no evidence indicating 

that the Claimant would face difficulties exercising its lien or retaining possession of the 

Cargo in China. The foregoing accordingly illustrates that the Claimant has no contractual 

lien security interest over the Cargo. 

b) The Claimant does not have a sui generis interest in the Cargo.  

30. In Cingler, the Singapore High Court introduced the concept of an interest akin to, but not 

equivalent to, a lien (“sui generis interest”).
28

 A time charterer obtains such an interest if 

two requirements are satisfied.
29

 One, the time charterer has a right against his sub-

charterer to rightfully detain possession of the cargo. Two, the shipowner is able and 

willing to rightfully detain possession of the shipper’s cargo as security for the debt of a 

third party: the sub-charterer’s debt to the time charterer. 

                                                      
 
23 Moot Scenario (n 2) 65. 
24 Moot Scenario (n 2) 3. 
25 Cingler (n 17) [32]. 
26 Santiren Shipping Ltd v Unimarine SA (The Chrysovalandou Dyo) [1981] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 159 (QB) 165. 
27 International Bulk Carriers (Beirut) S.A.R.L. v Evologia Shipping Co. S.A. and Marathon Shipping Co. Ltd (The Mihalios 

Xilas) [1978] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 186 (QB) 191 (“The Mihalios Xilas”). 
28 Cingler (n 17) [36], [46]. 
29 Cingler (n 17) [36], [46]. 
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31. The Claimant lacks a sui generis interest over the Cargo for three reasons: (1) the sui 

generis interest is not and should not be part of Singapore law; (2) the bill of lading 

contract does not clearly provide CMI with a lien over the cargo for the debt of a third 

party as required by the common law; (3) on the facts, CMI did not actually exercise any 

lien over the cargo, as it did not deny possession of the cargo to any interested party. 

(1) The sui generis interest is not and should not become 

part of Singapore law 

32. The Cingler test for a sui generis interest
30

 is not part of English or Singapore law. In 

Cingler, there was a factual finding that a party had a sui generis interest under English 

law.
31

 Crucially, the court did not find a sui generis interest based on Singapore law. 

Rather, it constructed the concept upon findings of fact on the status of English law. The 

sui generis interest is not established in Singapore law. 

(a) The sui generis interest is unknown to English law. 

33. Under English law, only the case of Castleton
32

 supports the existence of a sui generis 

interest. However, it is submitted that Castleton is unpersuasive. In that case, a vessel was 

successively time-chartered and voyage-chartered. The voyage charterer failed to pay 

freight to the time charterer. Proceedings were started and the cargo was sold. The time 

charterer obtained an award against the voyage charterer for the debts due. The time 

charterer also obtained an award against the shipper (claiming as assignee of the head 

owner and/or as carrier under the carriage contract). The consignee of the cargo and the 

                                                      
 
30 Cingler (n 17) [36], [46]. 
31 Cingler (n 17) [12]-[13], [24]-[26], [31], [36].  
32 Castleton Commodities Shipping Co Pte Ltd v Silver Rock Investments (The Clipper Monarch) [2015] EWHC 2584 

(Comm), [2016] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 1. 
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voyage charterer both did not oppose the time charterer’s application in the English High 

Court to enforce the awards against the proceeds of sale. Judge Waksman QC allowed the 

time charterer’s application on either the “Judgment Creditor” ground, or the “Lien” 

ground, or both.
33

 Without citing any authority for the alternative “Lien” ground 

(equivalent to the sui generis interest stated in Cingler
34

), the learned Judge held that the 

time charterer could “direct the vessel, effectively, not to unload the cargo”.
35

 This right 

of the time charterer is “a similar but not identical right” to a lien over the cargo.
36

 This 

right, coupled with the time charterer benefiting as an assignee of the shipowner’s lien 

over the cargo against the shipper, granted the time charterer the ability to enforce the 

award against the proceeds of the sale of cargo.
37

 

34. Castleton is an unpersuasive case. First, it is a novel first instance decision on the “Lien” 

ground unsupported by precedent. The “Lien” ground was cursorily discussed in one 

paragraph and not fully reasoned. Second, Castleton was heard on an ex parte basis. No 

effective opposition was made against the “Lien” ground
38

. The Judge recorded “that no 

other parties, save for [the applicant], either appears or is represented today in the 

hearing before me”
39

. This was probably because the applicant could have successfully 

enforced its award on the proceeds of sale as a “Judgment Creditor” ground in any case. 

The Judge did not have the benefit of full argument. The novel concept of a sui generis 

interest is too groundbreaking to be confirmed by what was effectively an unopposed 

application. As such, neither Castleton nor Cingler authoritatively supports the 

proposition that a sui generis interest exists in English law. 

                                                      
 
33 Castleton (n 32) [10]. 
34 Cingler (n 17) [36], [49]-[50], [55]. 
35 Castleton (n 32) [9]. 
36 Castleton (n 32) [9]. 
37 Castleton (n 32) [9]. 
38 Castleton (n 32) [6]-[7]. 
39 Castleton (n 32) [6].  
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(2) Cingler’s sui generis interest should not be part of 

Singapore law as it is extraordinary, without precedent, 

and contrary to established principles 

35. A sui generis interest should not exist under Singapore law. Under Singapore law, the 

Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act provides no exception to the privity of contract 

doctrine for contracts contained in or evidenced by bills of lading.
40

 This is evidence of 

legislative intent not to grant rights to third parties of a bill of lading contract. A sui 

generis interest subverts legislative intent by permitting the shipowner-carrier to detain 

cargo under a bill of lading contract for the time charterer’s benefit.
41

 Furthermore, the 

Tribunal must be slow in recognizing such dubious sui generis interests that are contrary 

to the well-established doctrine of the privity of contract. The sui generis interest is 

extraordinary, without precedent, and contradicts the privity doctrine. 

(3) In any event, the shipowner has not exercised its lien in 

support of the Claimant. 

36. A shipowner may only exercise his lien over cargo at the discharge port.
42 

A shipowner’s 

purported exercise of lien elsewhere is invalid unless it is impossible or commercially 

impracticable to exercise the lien at the discharge port “and any further carriage will lead 

to loss of possession of the cargo following arrival at that port”.
43

 This is because “the 

essence of the exercise of a lien is the denial of possession of the cargo to someone who 

                                                      
 
40 Contracts (Rights of Third Parties) Act (Cap. 53B, Rev Ed 2002), s 7. 
41 Cingler (n 17) [36], [46]. 
42 The Mihalios Xilas (n 27) 191‐192. 
43 The Mihalios Xilas (n 27) 191‐192; Simon Baughen, ‘Charterparty Bills of Lading Cargo Interests’ Liabilities to the 

Shipowner’, in D Rhidian Thomas (ed), The Evolving Law and Practice of Voyage Charterparties (Informa 2009) para 

11.15. 
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wants it.”
44

 As such, the shipowner is not denying possession of the cargo to anyone if it 

exercises the lien at the bunkering port, as delivery is only desired at the discharge port. 

37. On the facts, CMI had purportedly exercised the lien at Singapore, the mid-voyage 

bunkering port between Australia and China. But no one desires possession in Singapore. 

38. Further, the Claimant has not produced evidence to suggest that it is impossible or 

commercially impracticable to exercise the lien at any discharge port. Therefore, CMI had 

improperly exercised its lien. The Claimant has no sui generis interest over the Cargo.
45

 

c) The Claimant has no right to postpone the discharge of the 

cargo because no freight was payable under the Charterparty 

39. In any event, the Respondent’s obligation to pay freight has not arisen. Therefore, the 

Claimant is not entitled to invoke the Lien Clause, and has no right to postpone the 

discharge of the Cargo.  

40. The Freight Clause provides for three preconditions before freight is payable: (1) 

completion of loading; (2) signing/releasing B/Ls marked as above; and (3) receipt of the 

Claimant’s freight invoice.
46

 The first two preconditions are fulfilled.
47

 

41. The third precondition, the receipt of the Claimant’s freight invoice, remains unfulfilled. 

There is no evidence of the Respondent’s receipt. Even if there was receipt, the 

Respondent’s obligation to pay freight has not arisen. This is because the Freight Invoice 

                                                      
 
44 The Mihalios Xilas (n 27) 191‐192. 
45 Cingler (n 17) [36], [46]. 
46 Richard Aikens, Richard Lord and Michael Bools, Bills of Lading (2nd edn, Informa Law from Routledge 2016) para 

12.31. 
47 Moot Scenario (n 2) 41-48. 
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was not a relevant invoice for the purposes of the Freight Clause. Accordingly, no freight 

was payable. 

42. Charterparties, like other commercial contracts, are to be interpreted with the object of 

giving effect to the intention of the parties.
48

 This is done by considering what the 

contract would convey to a reasonable person having the relevant background knowledge 

at the time when the contract was concluded.
49

 The words used in charterparties are to be 

understood in their plain, ordinary and popular meaning,
50

 unless the context shows that 

the parties intended otherwise,
51

 or unless, by the usage of a particular trade, business or 

port, they have to such an extent acquired a secondary or technical meaning that is clearly 

the meaning intended by the parties.
52

 

43. In the present case, the Freight Clause refers to the payment of “100% FRT”. Since the 

plain, ordinary and popular meaning of “freight” is “the consideration payable to the 

carrier for the carriage of goods to and their delivery at the destination”,
53

 it follows that 

when “100%” immediately precedes the word “freight” in the Freight Clause, this refers 

to the entire consideration payable to the Claimant under the Voyage Charterparty. 

44. In turn, given that the Freight Clause sets out freight rates that varies according to the 

discharge port actually nominated, this means that the entire consideration payable to the 

Claimant, i.e. “100% FRT”, could only be determined after the Respondent’s nomination. 

                                                      
 
48 Bernard Eder and others, Scrutton on Charterparties and Bills of Lading (23rd edn, Sweet & Maxwell 2015) para 2-047 

(“Scrutton on Charterparties”). 
49 Julian Cooke and others, Voyage Charters (4th edn, Informa 2014) para 1.95 (“Voyage Charters”); Scrutton on 

Charterparties (n 48) para 2-047. 
50 Robertson v French (1803) 4 East 130, 136 (“Robertson”); Beard v Moira Colliery Co Ltd [1915] 1 Ch 257 (CA) 

268; Great Western Railway and Midland Railway v Bristol Corporation (1918) 87 LJ Ch 414 (HL).  
51 Robertson (n 50). 
52 Robertson (n 50) 136. 
53 Compania Naviera General SA v Kerametal Ltd (The Lorna I) [1983] 1 Lloyd’s Rep 373 (CA) 374 (“The Lorna I”). 
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45. As the Freight Clause envisages that the Respondent would make full payment of “100% 

FRT” within five banking days upon the receipt of a “FRT INV”, it follows that the “FRT 

INV” referred to is a final invoice which: (1) expressly sets out the full amount of freight 

payable; and (2) can only be issued after the Respondent was obliged to nominate. 

46. Any other construction should be rejected as being contrary to the intentions of the 

parties. As Lord Reid said in Schuler v Wickman, “[t]he more unreasonable the result, 

the more unlikely it is that the parties can have intended it, and if they do intend it the 

more necessary it is that they should make that intention abundantly clear”.
54

 

47. Hence, to construe “100% FRT” read together with “FRT INV” as importing an obligation 

to pay the full amount stated in any invoice that the Respondent might receive from the 

Claimant within five banking days would be contrary to parties’ intentions, as it would 

lead to a very unreasonable result. Such a construction, taken to its logical conclusion, 

would mean that the Claimant would be entitled to issue as many invoices as it wants, and 

that the Respondent must pay the full quantum stated in these invoice(s) within five 

banking days every time it received an invoice, failing which the Respondent would be 

held to be in breach of the Voyage Charterparty. It surely could not have been the 

intention of the parties to make the Respondent’s liability to pay freight subject to the 

whims and fancies of the Claimant in deciding whether and when to issue invoices. 

48. Moreover, it is common for parties to agree for freight to be paid in different parts at 

different times. However, in such cases, the relevant clause in the charterparty would 

provide for the payment of a percentage of freight that is less than “100%” at any one 

                                                      
 
54 L Schuler AG v Wickman Machine Tool Sales Ltd [1974] AC 235 (HL) 251 (Lord Reid). 
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time. For example, in The Silva Plana,
55

 “90% freight” became payable after signing bills 

of lading, and “10% freight” was to be paid upon discharge. In The Lorna I,
56

 the freight 

clause stated “75%” and “the balance”. In sharp contrast, the Freight Clause expressly 

provides for the payment of “100% FRT”. This shows that the parties did not intend for 

freight to be paid in different parts. Hence, construing the Freight Clause to mean that the 

Respondent has to pay the full amount stated in any invoice that it might receive from the 

Claimant at any time would be contrary to the intentions of the parties. 

49. Relatedly, the phrases “100% FRT” and “FRT INV” in the Freight Clause should not be 

construed to mean that the Respondent would have to pay “100%” of what is stated in the 

Freight Invoice. If such a construction was intended by the parties, one would expect that 

as matter of commercial sense and prudence, the Voyage Charterparty would provide for 

when the remaining freight was to be paid after the Respondent had paid freight within 

five banking days of receiving the Freight Invoice. However, there are no such provisions 

in the Voyage Charterparty. It could not have been the intentions of the Parties to 

expressly and specifically lay down three contractual conditions to the payment of some 

freight i.e. the amount which is stated in the Freight Invoice and yet make no provision 

for the remaining freight that would be outstanding. 

50. Based on the foregoing, it is clear that what the parties must have envisaged was a final 

invoice which: (1) expressly sets out the full amount of freight payable under the Voyage 

Charterparty and (2) can only be issued after the Respondent was obliged to nominate. 

                                                      
 
55 Oriental Maritime Pte. Ltd. v Ministry of Food Government of the People's Republic of Bangladesh (The Silva Plana, 

Bahamastars and Magic Sky) [1989] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 371 (QB). 
56 The Lorna I (n 53). 
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51. On the facts, the Respondent’s obligation to pay freight has not even arisen. Pursuant to 

Clause 16 of the Fixture Recap, the Respondent was obliged to nominate when the vessel 

“passes Singapore for bunkering”. On a proper construction of the phrase “passes 

Singapore for bunkering”, it is clear that the parties intended for it to mean just before the 

deviation point, i.e. just before the vessel has moved to a geographical location such that 

increased expenses would be incurred in order to travel to the nominated discharge port, 

as opposed to if the nomination was tendered earlier. For example, if a charterer first 

indicates that it wishes the vessel to proceed to port A, an amended order for the vessel to 

proceed to port B would be too late if it is given after the vessel has passed the point at 

which the courses towards A and B diverged. This is because the owner would incur 

losses and inconvenience if it complies with such an order.
57

  

52. Such an interpretation is consistent with the commercial purpose of giving charterers the 

option to select a discharge port, which is to provide charterers with trading flexibility. 

This is undermined if charterers are not given as much time as reasonably possible for 

nominating the discharge port.
58

 In the final analysis, as laid down in Ailsa Craig, the 

onus is on the shipowners to sail to the discharge ports,
59

 especially when, as in the 

present case, the range of discharge ports are clearly stipulated in the Fixture Recap, 

before the charterer’s obligation to nominate a specific discharge port arises. In fact, this 

may also be gleaned from the principle that there is no obligation on part of the charterer 

                                                      
 
57 ST Shipping & Transport Inc v Kriti Filoxenia Shipping Co SA (The Kriti Filoxenia) [2015] EWHC 997 (Comm), [2015] 

2 Lloyd’s Rep 609 [70]-[71] (“The Kriti Filoxenia”); citing Shipping Corporation of India v Naviera Letasa SA [1976] 1 

Lloyd’s Rep 132 (QB) 137; and Johs. Thode v Vda. de Gimeno Y Cia. S.L. (The Steendiek) [1961] 2 Lloyd’s Rep 138 (CA) 

146. 
58 Mansel Oil Ltd and another v Troon Storage Tankers SA (The Ailsa Craig) [2008] EWHC 1269 (Comm), [2008] 2 

Lloyd’s Rep 384 [52] (“The Ailsa Craig”). 
59 The Ailsa Craig (n 58) [53]. 
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to consider the benefit or otherwise of the other party when exercising its option.
60

 

Accordingly, nominations made before the point of deviation are timely. 

53. Applying the foregoing, the obligation to nominate a discharge port has not arisen in the 

present case, since the Vessel continued to drift outside Singapore port limits after 

bunkering, instead of sailing toward the range of Chinese discharge ports. No deviation 

point was passed. There are no deviation expenses. Here, it is pertinent to note that 

expenses incurred in drifting are irrelevant expenses, as the Claimants had elected to drift.  

54. Accordingly, “100% FRT” could only be determined from 21 October 2016, when the 

Respondent nominated Ningbo. The Claimant would have been able to trigger the 

Respondent’s obligation to pay freight by issuing a relevant “FRT INV” issued on or after 

21 October 2016 that sets out the full amount of freight for Ningbo as the discharge port. 

However, the Claimants did not seize this opportunity. There is no relevant freight 

invoice on the facts. The Freight Invoice is not the relevant invoice. 

55. Even if the Respondent was required to nominate a discharge port on 11 October 2016, 

“100% FRT” did not have to be determined when the Respondent received the Invoice on 

9 October 2016. This is borne out by the Freight Invoice itself, which uses Shanghai as a 

minimum basis and states that “additional freight if any to be added after nomination of 

disport”. Hence, if the Respondent made payment pursuant to the Invoice, such payment 

would not have been payment of “100% FRT” if the Respondent nominated a different 

discharge port, as the case turned out to be when Ningbo was nominated.
61

 

56. In these circumstances, the Respondent’s obligation to pay freight had not arisen. 

                                                      
 
60 Tharsis Sulphur and Copper Co Ltd v Morel Brothers & Co [1891] 2 QB 647 (CA) 652; cited in The Kriti Filoxenia (n 

57) 624. 
61 Moot Scenario (n 2) 67. 
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57. Although it is possible to suggest that the Respondent could have made payment of 

“100% FRT” within five banking days from the purported receipt of the Invoice on 9 

October 2016 if it had duly nominated a discharge port on 11 October 2016, it bears 

emphasis that it only by sheer coincidence that on the particular facts of this particular 

case there was an overlap between the five day period for the Respondent to have made 

payment of “100% FRT” and its obligation to nominate a discharge port in this case. In 

other words, the benefit of hindsight should not be used to retrospectively impose 

contractual obligations that the parties themselves did not intend at the point of formation.  

It is perfectly possible that in a different scenario, the Vessel passed Singapore much later 

such that five days from the date of the invoice would have already lapsed by the time the 

Respondent was obligated to nominate a discharge port. In this situation, “100% FRT” 

could no longer be paid before the expiry of the five day period, and the Freight Clause 

would be rendered wholly unworkable.  

58. Even on the particular facts of the present case, such a construction would render the full 

five day period that was intended to be afforded to the Respondent to make payment 

otiose. As the five day period would have started running on 9 October 2016 even before 

the Respondent was contractually required to nominate a discharge port on 11 October 

2016, the Respondent would be unduly deprived of two days. 

59. For the above reasons, the relevant invoice referred to in Freight Clause refers to a final 

invoice to be issued after the Respondent’s nomination and as a corollary, set out the full 

sum that was payable under the Voyage Charterparty. No freight is payable as the Freight 

Invoice is not a final invoice. 
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5. Even if the Claimant has a right to postpone discharge, that right is 

not a security interest 

60. Even if the Tribunal finds that the Claimant has a right to postpone discharge, this right 

does not amount to a security interest that may be preserved by the Tribunal’s power to 

order a sale. A mere right to postpone discharge of cargo until the Respondent pays 

freight “is not “security” in the conventional sense but is in effect a mechanism to enforce 

payment of the sums due”.
62

 As canvassed above, for an interest to be an “asset” and 

therefore “property”, the applicant must at least have a security interest that is to be 

preserved by order of sale. Thus, the Claimant’s right is not “property” under section 

12(1)(d) of the IAA and the Tribunal consequently has no power to order the sale. 

IV. THE TRIBUNAL SHOULD NOT ORDER THE SALE OF THE CARGO 

61. In considering whether to grant provisional measures, the Tribunal should be guided by 

international standards,
63

 as “they ensure that (a) a single, uniform standard will be 

applied to requests for provisional measures in an arbitration; (b) a single, uniform 

standard will apply [to all arbitrations worldwide]; and (c) the standard for provisional 

relief will be tailored [for international arbitration …]”.
64

 

62. There are two tests to apply: (a) the “commercially reasonable” test; and (b) the “risk of 

serious harm” test. As we will show below, the Claimant has not satisfied either test. 

                                                      
 
62 Cingler (n 17) [43]. 
63 Born (n 22) 2462-2463. 
64 Born (n 22) 2464. 
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1. Only the Claimant faces loss from pendency of arbitration. The sale 

is unreasonable. 

63. While the usual approach of a Tribunal is to consider whether the plaintiff faces a risk of 

serious harm, “[a] different question is presented where a Tribunal is asked to order the 

sale … of property. In some cases, such requests are made to mitigate loss arising from 

the pendency of the arbitration that would generally fall on both parties. This is normally 

the case of the sale of perishable goods [...]. In these instances, [...] a Tribunal should 

generally order commercially-reasonable actions, without inquiry into issues of serious 

harm to one party or into the prima facie merits of the parties’ claims, in order to 

minimize the overall losses resulting from the parties’ dispute.”
65

 

64. The pendency of the arbitration would not cause loss to all parties. While the Claimant 

would suffer losses due to hire owed,
66

 the shipper Idoncare is unlikely to face diminution 

in the value of the cargo. According to the joint expert report, the price of coal has 

actually stabilized from October to November 2016.
67

 Similarly, the Respondent sub-

voyage charterer would not suffer any loss from the arbitration. Only the Claimant is 

likely to face loss due to pendency of the arbitration, and the Tribunal should not apply 

this test for the Claimant’s unilateral benefit. 

65. Furthermore, ordering a sale on present facts is not commercially reasonable. This 

distressed Cargo would have to be sold at a substantial discount, in the absence of 

evidence that the market price of the Cargo will fall. 

                                                      
 
65 Born (n 22) 2498.  
66 Moot Scenario (n 2) 5. 
67 Moot Scenario (n 2) 100. 
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2. The Claimant does not satisfy the risk of serious harm test 

66. Before the Tribunal will grant an order for sale, it will require the Claimant to fulfill the 

risk of serious harm test. To do so, the Claimant must show: (1) a risk of serious or 

irreparable harm to the Claimant; (2) urgency; and (3) the presence of a prima facie 

case.
68

 As we will show below, the Claimant has not fulfilled these requirements. 

a) There is no risk of serious harm to the Claimant 

67. A Tribunal must find that “there [is] a material risk of serious damage to the plaintiff”
69

 

before making an order for sale pendente lite. This involves consideration of the extent to 

which “(a) the claimant will suffer serious injury during the arbitral proceedings; (b) 

such injury appears compensable in a final award; and (c) it is just or fair that the 

burden or risk of loss during the arbitral proceedings fall on one party or another 

[…]”.
70

  

68. In this case, while the Claimant will suffer some loss during the proceedings, there is no 

evidence that the Respondent or Idoncare are unable to fulfil the Claimant’s claim in full 

should the Tribunal decide to make a final award in its favour. The refusal of the 

Respondent to pay freight and Idoncare to pay sub-freight should not be construed as an 

inability to pay. Rather, the Respondent is legally entitled to make payment at a later date 

since their obligation to pay freight had not yet come due, and Idoncare is entitled to 

refuse sub-freight since the Claimant has not proven that it is entitled to sub-freight. In 

the absence of evidence that the Respondent or Idoncare are insolvent, the burden lies on 

the Claimant to prove that the loss cannot be compensated in the final award. 

                                                      
 
68 Born (n 22) 2467. 
69 Born (n 22) 2470. 
70 Born (n 22) 2470. 
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69. Furthermore, the balance of hardship lies in favour of Idoncare. While the Claimant may 

suffer some loss, as canvassed above, it has not been proven that such loss cannot be 

satisfied by a final award of damages. However, if the cargo is sold, Idoncare would 

suffer a loss of $642,680.51, being the difference between the best-case scenario cargo 

value and its mid-value price with a 15% discount for distressed cargo.
71

 It is unfair and 

unduly harsh for Idoncare to suffer such a substantial loss to satisfy the unproved claim of 

the Claimant. The foregoing illustrates that the Claimant is not at risk of serious harm. 

3. The sale is not urgently required 

70. Provisional measures will only be appropriate where a question cannot await the outcome 

of the award on the merits.
72

 “If the risk of severe harm is conditional on other 

circumstances occurring […] tribunals will base decisions on their assessment of the 

possibility that the relevant circumstances will materialize and their own ability to grant 

effective relief in the future if the relevant circumstances do materialize”.
73

 Here, the 

circumstances do not merit a sale pendente lite. The Master’s report was sent on 30 

November 2016.
74

 Since then, 5 months will have lapsed when written submissions are 

filed in 19 April 2017. 8 months will have lapsed by the time the application is heard in 

July 2017. Given the extended lapse of time, it is unreasonable to assume that the crew 

would sit on their hands during a state of emergency. Thus it is likely that the crew has 

found a way to resolve the problems plaguing the vessel, such that the dire situation 

reported by the master will have been alleviated to some degree, and relieving the urgent 

need to sell the cargo. 

                                                      
 
71 Moot Scenario (n 2) 101. 
72 Born (n 22) 2474. 
73 Born (n 22) 2475. 
74 ‘Procedural Order No. 3’ (17 February 2017) para 4 <http://www.murdoch.edu.au/School-of-

Law/_document/IMLAM/IMLAM-2017/IMLAM-2017-Clarifications-No--3-FINAL.pdf> accessed 01 March 2017. 
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4. The Claimant has not established a prima facie case 

71. Finally, the Tribunal should not order a sale as the Claimant has not demonstrated that it 

has a prima facie case to argue. The Tribunal need only consider “the prima facie 

strength of the parties’ respective claims and defenses in deciding whether to grant 

provisional measures”.
75

 However, as canvassed above, the Claimant has not managed to 

establish even a prima facie case. The Respondent’s obligation to pay freight had not 

arisen. The Respondent was not in breach of its obligations to pay freight. The Claimant 

has no interest in the cargo whatsoever. Consequently, the Tribunal should not order sale 

in support of a claim that is bound to fail, as doing so would prejudice the Respondent. 

72. Accordingly, given that the Claimant is not facing a risk of serious harm, the order for 

sale is not urgently required, and the Claimant has not managed to establish a prima facie 

case, the Tribunal therefore should not order the sale of the cargo. 

V. PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

73. For the reasons set out above, the Respondent humbly requests the Tribunal to refuse the 

Claimant’s application for an urgent sale of the Cargo pendente lite. 

 

Dated this 19
th

 day of April 2017  

 

Solicitors for the Respondent 

Inferno Resources Sdn Bhd 

 

 

 

                                                      
 
75 Born (n 22) 2478. 


